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Judge dismisses WebBank suit against Colorado
regulators
21 March 2018 | 12:14 EDT

A federal judge in Colorado this week dismissed a lawsuit �led by
WebBank against the Administrator of the Uniform Consumer Credit
Code for the State of Colorado, according to an order �led 19 March. 

The decision will make it more dif�cult for Avant to prevail in a
separate enforcement action �led against the company by Colorado
regulators in 2017, putting in question the resilience of �ntech-bank
partnership model in the MPL space, according to two attorneys. 

In the original case �led against the online lender, Colorado regulators
claimed that Avant, WebBank’s partner, is using the interest rate
exportation privileges of their out-of-state partner banks to charge
rates that exceed maximum �nance charges permitted under Colorado
law, as reported (see story, 12 April). 

Avant's consumer loans carry rates of up to 36% while Colorado's state
usury limit for consumer loans is 12%, as reported. 

On 28 March 2017, WebBank �led its own complaint against the
regulators, claiming that the lawsuit against Avant “directly interferes
with WebBank’s core lending power and is foreclosed by federal law,”
according to court documents. In the suit, the bank was seeking a
permanent injunction against the administrator, Julie Ann Meade, to
prevent her from enforcing Colorado usury laws against “WebBank, any
loans originated by WebBank, or any assignee, partner, program,
and/or servicer with respect to their involvement with any loans
originated by WebBank,” according to the documents. 

Now, just under a year later, District Judge Philip A. Brimmer of the
United States District Court for the District of Colorado, has dismissed
WebBank’s claim, leaving Avant on its own to fend off usury charges. 

“WebBank argues that abstention is inappropriate because ‘WebBank is
not a party to the Enforcement Action, and WebBank cannot be
characterized as ‘merely an alter ego of a party in state court,’ i.e.,
Avant.’ … This argument is not persuasive,” the order states. The judge
also dismissed WebBank’s two other arguments, concluding that civil
enforcement actions are subject to Younger abstention and that
preemption is not “facially conclusive.” 

Catherine Brennan, partner at Hudson Cook, wrote in a blog post
yesterday that the court held that the state bank sought to directly
interfere in the regulator’s lawsuit against Avant, and thus the bank’s
lawsuit should be dismissed. 

Without WebBank in the case, it will be dif�cult for Avant to argue the
defense of federal pre-emption, according to the two attorneys.
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“What the non-bank was trying to do is pull focus away from that fact-
based economic argument and focus on the federal banking laws,” said
the �rst attorney. “WebBank would be on the forefront to make that
argument, which is why they �led the complaint in the �rst place.” If
the case against Avant turns to the question of which party holds
predominant interest on the loans, the decision is much more likely to
go against Avant, said the attorney. 

Avant and WebBank did not respond to requests for comment. 

The order may force Avant to reconsider bringing WebBank into its
lawsuit as a third-party defendant, so that the bank can assert Avant’s
argument on federal pre-emption, said the second attorney. “If this is
possible … because no doubt there is some sort of an agreement
between Avant and WebBank where they could be contractually
prohibited from bringing WebBank in,” said the second attorney. 

Both lawyers agreed that it’s clear that the judge’s decision does not
bode well for Avant’s defense in the “true lender” case, which could
have signi�cant implications for the bank-�ntech partnership model in
the marketplace lending industry. 

“I won’t say they [Avant] have no chances to win, but this case made it
more unlikely,” said the �rst attorney, adding that both MPL lenders and
investors should be cautious when dealing with loans associated with
the court case. 

“We still advise both our investor and lender clients to stay away from
Colorado for now,” said the second attorney. 

The case is WebBank v. MEADE, 17-cv-00786-PAB-MLC, in the United
States District Court for the District of Colorado.
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